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MY EXPLORE THE BIBLE STORY.

Explore the Bible was introduced in the fall of 1978 (originally titled the Bible Book Series). 
The third quarter of study was on the Gospel of Mark. I was in high school trying to figure 
out life, and God was busy getting my attention. He used that study of Mark to help me 
understand what it means to be a follower of Jesus. 

Fast forward to June of 2019. My dad passed away after a short battle with cancer. I was 
standing in what had been my bedroom, no more than five feet from where he had died the 
day before. This was where I confessed to Jesus my need for Him all those years ago. Next 
to where my dad had died was his Bible with a bookmark that read, “fathers of faith make a 
difference,” with Matthew 17:20 printed on it. (The marker was at John 6.) 

On top of his Bible was his copy of the Spring 2019 Explore the Bible Personal Study Guide in 
which we studied...you guessed it, Mark. I was overwhelmed to know that the last Bible book 
my dad studied in his Bible study group was the same one God used to draw me to Him. 

My dad was faithful to his Sunday School class over the years, and they had always used 
Explore the Bible. I am proof that faithful fathers make a difference. One way they grow in 
that faithfulness is through resources like Explore the Bible. 

God allows me to be one of the stewards of the resources that have shaped and molded 
many people since the fall of 1978, including my dad and myself. These experiences find their 
expression in the belief that everyone needs to study the Bible in a group led by a prepared 
teacher that encourages individual study as well. We know there are more fathers, sons, 
and family members who need to study the Bible, and we want to make sure we provide a 
resource that helps them do just that. That is the heart of Explore the Bible. 

In His service, 

G. DWAYNE MCCRARY

Team Leader, Adult Explore the Bible resources 

“Sanctify them 
by the truth; your 

word is truth.”
John 17:17 CSB
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WHERE DO 
YOU TURN 
FOR TRUTH?

“WHAT IS TRUTH?” SAID PILATE.
— John 18:38 (CSB)

UNDERSTAND THE TEXT IN CONTEXT

To best understand original intent, our studies dig deep 
into the historical and cultural context of Scripture 
to best frame how the text fits within the whole Bible 
and your life. 

GROW IN BIBLE SKILLS

We help you not only study the Bible, but build Bible study 
into your routines through sustainable personal Bible 
skills and disciplines that last a lifetime. 

KNOW AND LIVE SCRIPTURE

God’s Word is alive, and Explore the Bible equips 
you to not just know Scripture, but to live it out in the 
world around you.

Man’s search for truth is not new. And it can be difficult to find, even when it’s right 
in front of us. 

In today’s world, there are many conflicting “truths” competing for acceptance. But 
there is only one universal standard of truth around which people of all ages, races, and 
cultures can unite—the Word of God.

Of course, it’s imperative for Christians to study God’s Word in a manner that not only 
informs but transforms.  

So Explore the Bible: Adults is designed to illuminate the historical, cultural, and biblical 
context of Scripture. Book by book, we help men and women understand and apply God’s 
Word in a manner that is practical, sustainable, thorough, and age-appropriate.

LET’S EXPLORE THE BIBLE TOGETHER.  
Preview a one-session sample in the following pages, 
and see three additional sessions of Explore the Bible: 
Adults at goexplorethebible.com/preview.
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God Confronts
God confronts His people about the consequences of their actions.

ISAIAH 1:10-20
Paying bills, going to the grocery store, getting the car serviced—our 
days are filled with mundane tasks that we carry out on autopilot. 
Sometimes, church and devotions fall into repetitive ruts. Even 
relationships can become stale and fade into the background. As a 
result, the failure of a relationship can catch us off guard.

When have you ever taken a relationship for granted? How did it affect 
the relationship? Were you able to do anything to get the relationship 
back on track? 

S E S S I O N  1
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UNDERSTAND THE CONTEXT
ISAIAH 1:1–4:6
Isaiah 1:1–4:6 lays the groundwork for Isaiah’s entire message. 
Here, the prophet contrasted the sin and rebellion of Judah in his 
day to their future of blessedness and holiness in the last days. 
After briefly mentioning the kings who reigned during his ministry, 
Isaiah described Judah’s sinful ways like a prosecuting attorney 
with overwhelming evidence. We see a picture of a people who had 
abandoned God. Though God had raised them, provided for them, 
and cared for them in every way as a loving father would his children, 
with ingratitude they rebelled against Him (Isa. 1:2). They were worse 
than oxen and donkeys who at least knew who feeds them (1:3). 

God was using loving discipline to draw His people back to 
Himself, yet they stubbornly refused to return (1:5-9). Instead 
of trusting in the Lord, the people of Judah placed their trust in 
material things, military heroes, renowned leaders, and spiritual 
gurus. God would remove their false sources of security so they might 
recognize their futility (3:1-3). Young and old, male and female, all 
would bear the consequences of their arrogant sin (3:5-26). 

Such is the case with us. God never abandons His children but 
lovingly confronts us and, if need be, disciplines us so we will return 
to Him. Whatever God does to bring us to Himself is an act of loving 
kindness, no matter how difficult His discipline may seem.

The good news is that God’s announcement of judgment was 
not His only message. Even though His people’s present situation 
was dreadful, their future was bright. God was going to once again 
establish His temple, people from every nation would stream to it 
to worship the Lord and receive His instruction, and there would 
be peace (2:1-4). On that day, the Branch of the Lord, Jesus Christ, 
will be beautiful and glorious among them, the people of God will be 
called holy, and their names will be written in the book of life because 
the Lord washed away their sin (4:1-6). 

As you read Isaiah 1:10-20, circle what God is looking for in those who 
worship Him. What do these actions reveal about the nature of worship?

 

FEATURES

1. Understand the key issue: 
A first thought identifies the 
main idea of the session.

2. Get important insights: This 
section helps group members 
understand the passage in the 
context of the Bible book. 

3. Sharpen your focus: 
Questions are included to give 
direction to members when 
reading the passage.

ACTUAL TEXT SIZE

Regular Print

Large Print

PERSONAL 
STUDY GUIDE

(Sample shown at  
93% of actual size)
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UNDERSTAND THE TEXT
EMPTY RITUALS (ISA. 1:10-15)
10 Hear the word of the Lord, you rulers of Sodom! Listen to the 
instruction of our God, you people of Gomorrah! 11 “What are all 
your sacrifices to me? ” asks the Lord. “I have had enough of burnt 
offerings and rams and the fat of well-fed cattle; I have no desire 
for the blood of bulls, lambs, or male goats. 12 When you come to 
appear before me, who requires this from you — this trampling 
of my courts? 13 Stop bringing useless offerings. Your incense is 
detestable to me. New Moons and Sabbaths, and the calling of 
solemn assemblies — I cannot stand iniquity with a festival. 14 I 
hate your New Moons and prescribed festivals. They have become 
a burden to me; I am tired of putting up with them. 15 When you 
spread out your hands in prayer, I will refuse to look at you; even 
if you offer countless prayers, I will not listen. Your hands are 
covered with blood. 

VERSE 10

The words hear and listen both mean “hear and obey.” So the message 
is straightforward. The people needed to hear and obey the word of 
God. Verse 10 contains several personal elements: 
• Lord, often denoted as Yahweh from Hebrew, is God’s personal, 

covenantal name. Israel was Yahweh’s treasured possession and 
holy nation, set apart to God’s personal mission of blessing all other 
nations. God chose Israel to be a conduit of blessing for every people 
group on the earth. 

• The expression our God emphasizes that while other nations had a 
multiplicity of gods, Yahweh was Israel’s God, the one and only God. 

• The word instruction is the Hebrew word tora, and even though it 
is authoritative, it has the idea of affectionate, personal instruction, 
such as what a parent would share with a son or daughter.

There is a scathing indictment in verse 10. By saying, you rulers 
of Sodom and you people of Gomorrah, Isaiah was communicating 
how utterly depraved Judah’s ways had been and how serious the 
consequences of such sin were. Verse 9 reveals that were it not for 
the Lord’s mercy, Judah might have been completely wiped out like 
Sodom and Gomorrah. (See Gen. 19:23-25.)
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VERSE 11

Sacrifices were meant to be outward expressions of true commitment 
to the Lord. God knows what is in the heart of every person, and 
He knows when a sacrifice is offered insincerely. Outward formality 
cannot hide degenerate hearts. This verse is reminiscent of 1 Samuel 
15:22, “Does the Lord take pleasure in burnt offerings and sacrifices 
as much as in obeying the Lord? Look: to obey is better than 
sacrifice, to pay attention is better than the fat of rams.” 

The Lord confronted His people about their sacrifices. He was clear 
about what He thought of their sacrifices: They meant nothing to 
Him; they added nothing to Him; and they did nothing for Him. 

The fat of well-fed cattle represents offering to God one’s best, 
and the blood represents devotion to God. But it was all a sham. The 
people were blemished with sin and absent of true devotion to God. 
It would be like offering a gift to a spouse who knows the one giving 
the gift is cheating on him or her. Instead of being a blessing, the gift 
would be an affront because of the infidelity. Similarly, their sacrifices 
were an affront to God.

Outward formality cannot hide 
degenerate hearts. 

VERSE 12

When a person comes before the Lord with an insincere heart and 
selfish motives, it is unacceptable “worship” to God. Acceptable 
worship involves approaching the Lord on His terms. Many believe 
they can come to God any way they please, and He should be happy 
with that. When contemplating his own worship, the psalmist 
recognized, “If I had been aware of malice in my heart, the Lord would 
not have listened” (Ps. 66:18). David wrote: “Who may ascend the 
mountain of the Lord? Who may stand in his holy place? The one 
who has clean hands and a pure heart, who has not appealed to what 
is false, and who has not sworn deceitfully” (Ps. 24:3-4). Isaiah was 
saying that no matter how impressive the number of sacrifices the 
people brought into the temple, it was just the sound of trampling in 
Yahweh’s courts and nothing more.

VERSES 13-15

The Lord emphatically commanded the people to stop bringing their 
offerings to the temple because they were meaningless and detestable 

FEATURES

1. Find Scripture easily: The 
main passage is in bold type to 
make it more prominent and 
remind the group why they 
meet in the first place.

2. Discover essential insights: 
Exposition for key verses helps 
group members prepare for the 
group time and gain insight 
during the discussion.

3. Find references quickly: 
Specific words and phrases 
being examined in the verse 
are featured in bold type in 
the commentary. 

1

2

3

PERSONAL STUDY GUIDE
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to Him. God described Israel’s worship with the same words He 
had used to describe the worship of the pagans (Deut. 18:9; 1 Kings 
14:24). He utterly rejected Judah’s religious gestures and condemned 
them for the abhorrent practice of perpetrating their own arrogance 
in the guise of worshiping Yahweh. 

The New Moons festival consecrated each new month to the Lord 
by expressing to Him repentance, devotion, and fellowship. The law 
required the people to present offerings to the Lord (Num. 28:11-15). 
Additionally, the New Moons festivals included the blowing of 
trumpets over the sacrifices so that all who heard would be reminded 
that Yahweh was their God (Num. 10:10).

The institution of the Sabbath was so important that it was 
included as the Fourth Commandment (Ex. 20:8-11). Israel was 
required to cease from all work and rest because the Lord rested on 
the seventh day of creation. The Sabbath was a sign of the covenant 
the Lord made with Israel (Ex. 31:12-13) and reminded the people 
of their deliverance from slavery in Egypt (Deut. 5:15). Keeping 
the Sabbath served as a testimony of their devotion to the Lord. In 
addition, the Sabbath was an act of faith. It was unheard of in the 
ancient Near East to cease from work every seven days. It would 
have been seen as bad business in the eyes of Israel’s neighbors. 
Nevertheless, keeping the Sabbath was Israel’s way of showing 
the nations that Yahweh could be trusted ultimately to be their 
Provider. Finally, keeping the Sabbath was meant to provide a 
designated, focused time to worship the Lord, as David demonstrated 
in Psalm 92.

BIBLE SKILL:  Compare related passages. 

Compare Exodus 20:8-11 and Deuteronomy 5:12-15. What reasons 
are given for celebrating the Sabbath in these verses? How are the 
reasons different and how are they the same? What do these verses 
reveal about God’s desires? How does this compare to what we find 
in Isaiah 1?
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Other prescribed festivals included Passover, the Day of 
Atonement, and the Feast of Tabernacles. God instituted these holy 
days as times for Israel to celebrate God’s wondrous acts and blessings 
upon them and to express their gratitude, love, and devotion to 
Him. Instead, they turned them into something repulsive; they were 
a mockery of what they were meant to be and thus a mockery of 
God. The people worshiped the Lord with their lips, but their hearts 
were far from Him. (See Isa. 29:13; Matt. 15:8-9.) What once was a 
“pleasing aroma to the Lord” (Ex. 29:18; Num. 15:3) had now become 
a burden to Him, and He was weary of them.

Consequently, when the people spread out their hands in prayer, 
God would refuse to look at them. When the Lord shines His face 
upon His people and looks at them, it is a way of expressing His favor. 
To refuse to look at them was His way of saying He was withdrawing 
His blessing from them. How often one prays and how zealously 
one prays is no substitute for obedience. What’s more, He said your 
hands are covered with blood. It is possible blood is a reference to 
the multitude of sacrifices they made, but the way it is expressed in 
Hebrew suggests He was saying they were guilty of violent bloodshed. 
Isaiah’s message is sobering. 

What are causes and ways believers today may fall into a pattern of 
unacceptable worship of the Lord? What warnings should we draw from 
Judah’s mistakes? 

TRUE FOLLOWERS (ISA. 1:16-17)
16 “Wash yourselves. Cleanse yourselves. Remove your evil deeds 
from my sight. Stop doing evil. 17 Learn to do what is good. Pursue 

DID YOU KNOW? 

Isaiah is quoted in the New Testament more than any other Old 
Testament book.

FEATURES

1. Enhance Bible study skills: 
This section helps group 
members develop and improve 
Bible study skills, giving 
greater depth to the study. 
Same feature included in 
the Leader Guide.

2. Increase your knowledge: 
The Did You Know? section 
provides an interesting fact 
about the biblical writer, 
character, or place.

3. Get people thinking: Timely 
questions move members to 
process the content and to 
take steps toward applying the 
truths discovered. 
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3

PERSONAL STUDY GUIDE
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justice. Correct the oppressor. Defend the rights of the fatherless. 
Plead the widow’s cause. 

VERSES 16-17

The Lord gave nine commands for the people to correct their ways 
and demonstrate they were true followers of God. These commands 
were not given as a way to secure salvation but to demonstrate the 
authenticity of their salvation. The first three deal with the inward 
removal of sin. The second three address outward devotion to 
Yahweh. The last three pertain to relationships with others, showing 
how true repentance would affect how they related to others. 
Instead of being the oppressors, they would oppose oppressors. Also, 
they would champion the cause of those who could not care for 
themselves, such as the fatherless and widows. 

Taken together, the three sets of commands signify authentic 
repentance and true devotion to the Lord. The washing and cleansing 
of themselves called for sincere repentance so that there no longer 
would be a disconnect between their hearts and their acts of worship. 
The authenticity of their repentance would be demonstrated by their 
actions: turn away from their sinful ways, learn what God’s will is, 
and do it. 

If being devoted to God in faithful obedience does not earn our salvation, 
then why is it necessary for believers to be faithfully obedient to God?

REPENTANCE REQUIRED (ISA. 1:18-20)
18 “Come, let us settle this,” says the Lord. “Though your sins are 
scarlet, they will be as white as snow; though they are crimson 
red, they will be like wool. 19 If you are willing and obedient, you 

KE Y DOCTRINE:  Salvation

Repentance is a genuine turning from sin toward God (Isa 55:7).
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will eat the good things of the land. 20 But if you refuse and rebel, 
you will be devoured by the sword.” For the mouth of the Lord 
has spoken. 

VERSE 18

“Come, let us settle this.” In this phrase is a note of hope. The verb 
translated settle carries the idea of setting things right and bringing 
an end to a quarrel. The people had a chance to repent and to avoid 
the fate that befell Sodom and Gomorrah (v. 10). 

God invited His sinful people to come to Him in repentance and 
faith. He promised to cleanse them of all their sin. The Lord takes 
no pleasure in disciplining His children. It is necessary for their 
correction, but He would rather enjoy them in sweet fellowship. If 
their sins are scarlet, they will be made white, non-existent. Here, the 
Lord made clear that He alone can cleanse us of sin. When He calls 
us to wash and cleanse ourselves, that washing and cleansing can 
happen only when we come to Him in sincere repentance (v. 16).

VERSES 19-20

The Lord confronted His people with a choice: either repent, obey, and 
enjoy God’s blessing, or refuse and rebel and suffer the consequences. 
To eat the good things of the land means to live an abundant life. To 
be devoured by the sword means to be cut off from the Lord. It was 
God’s message to the people in Isaiah’s day, and it is His message to 
us today. 

The Lord Jesus Christ graciously and mercifully calls to us: 
Whosoever will, come to Me, and I forgive you, cleanse you, and give you 
abundant, eternal life. Reject Me and spend eternity separated from Me. It 
is a choice every person must make. The Lord offers forgiveness and 
cleansing to all who repent—to the lost who need salvation and to 
believers who seek restored fellowship with Christ (1 John 1:9). 

How does God take the initiative today to bring people into a relationship 
with Him? How does His approach today compare with the approach found 
in Isaiah 1? 
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KE Y DOCTRINE:  Salvation

Repentance is a genuine turning from sin toward God (Isa 55:7).

FEATURES

1. Reinforce doctrine: This 
section helps group members 
identify an important doctrinal 
point borne out of the study. 

1

PERSONAL STUDY GUIDE
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APPLY THE TEXT
• Relying on religious rituals alone falls short when approaching 

the holy God.
• God expects His followers to demonstrate righteousness and justice.
• God offers forgiveness to those who repent.

Ask God to examine your heart and reveal any sin in your life that might 
be hindering your worship of Him. What actions do you need to take in 
response to what God shows you?

On a scale of 1 to 10 with 10 being completely, how would you rate how 
well you do the nine commands found in verses 16-17? What do you need 
to do to more completely follow the commands?

Discuss as a group the difference it should make to believers as they go 
through their daily routines to remember that our sins are forgiven and 
have been made “white as snow.” Begin to memorize Isaiah 1:18.

PRAYER NEEDS

FEATURES

1. Action: Apply the Text helps 
participants put the truths 
discovered into practice. 

1

13Dat e of My Bi bl e St u dy: _________

God Confronts
God confronts His people about the consequences of their actions.

ISAIAH 1:10-20
MEMORY VERSE: ISAIAH 1:18

S E S S I O N  1

STUDY Isaiah 1:10-20, paying attention to the 

commands given by God. Use Explore the 

Text on pages 15–19 to gain insight into each 

command given in verses 16-18. Reflect on the 

role repentance plays in this passage.

CREATE a teaching plan for your group using 

the ideas on pages 20–22. Focus on helping the 

group identify and define the commands given 

in the passage. Look for ways of using the Key 

Doctrine to help the group understand God’s 

call to repentance. 

GATHER the following items:  

   Personal Study Guides (PSGs) for group 
members; and  

   Any materials needed for the options on 
page 22. Prepare to display:

   Pack Item 2 (Outline of Isaiah); and  

   Pack Item 3 (Poster: Themes of Isaiah)  

   Make copies of: Pack Item 8 (Handout: 
Memory Verses Bookmark).

CONSULT the weekly Explore the Bible Podcast 

to gain insights as we start this new study. Look 

for additional questions to use during the group 

time in QuickSource (available for purchase 

from LifeWay.com). Explore the Bible blog posts 

support each week’s study at Blog.LifeWay.

com/ExploreTheBible.

REINFORCE the session by contacting group 

members who need to be encouraged, 

reminding them that a new study is beginning, 

making it a great time to get back into the habit 

of participating in the group time.

LEADER 
GUIDE

(Sample shown at  
69% of actual size)

FEATURES

1. Stay on track: This list of 
steps makes it easier for the 
leader to prepare for the group 
and to follow up.

2. Know what you need: The 
Gather section includes a list 
of the items a leader could use 
during the group time.

1

2

PERSONAL STUDY GUIDE
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FIRST THOUGHTS
Paying bills, going to the grocery store, getting the car serviced—our days 
are filled with mundane tasks that we carry out on autopilot. Sometimes, 
church and devotions fall into repetitive ruts. Even relationships can 
become stale and fade into the background. As a result, the failure of a 
relationship can catch us off guard.

(In PSG, p. 10) When have you ever taken a relationship for granted? How 
did it affect the relationship? Were you able to do anything to get the 
relationship back on track? 

UNDERSTAND THE CONTEXT
ISAIAH 1:1–4:6

Many prophetic books of the Old Testament start by introducing the prophet 
and his call to prophetic ministry. The Book of Isaiah, however, starts a little 
differently. While the first verse notes that what follows is a vision from 
God, verse 2 launches immediately into a condemnation of God’s people. 
The call of Isaiah to prophetic ministry will not show up until chapter 6. 
This arrangement leads to a rather shocking start to the book. The reader is 
blasted with the heat of Isaiah’s angry message against God’s people. 

Isaiah couches this condemnation in the form of a covenant lawsuit, 
a term that might need a little bit of explanation. The people of God had 
a formal relationship with God that was outlined by a covenant. On 
the one hand, this was like a contract. On the other hand, it was not an 
impersonal business arrangement; the covenant was very relational in 
nature. The closest comparison we have in our culture is the marriage 
covenant. The marriage ceremony outlines and formalizes a relationship 
that has already been established in love. Likewise, God first chose His 
people and established a relationship with them. Then that relationship 
was formalized through the covenant at Sinai (Ex. 20). When Israel and 
Judah broke this covenant repeatedly, God brought legal charges against 
His people through His prophets. Therefore, in a covenant lawsuit, the 
prophet acted as a prosecuting attorney, representing God in a court case. 

While this role was a common one for God’s prophets, it was not their 
only role. They also brought hope and comfort, represented the people’s case 
to God, and sought to change the hearts of the people so that the covenant 
relationship could be restored and the legal case dropped (Isa. 1:16-20). In 
other words, Isaiah not only condemned the hearts and behavior of the 
people; he also promised them a hope for the future. Even if the nation 

KEY DOCTRINE

Salvation
Repentance is a genuine turning 
from sin toward God (Isa 55:7).

BIBLE SKILL

Compare related passages. 

Compare Exodus 20:8-11 and 
Deuteronomy 5:12-15. What 
reasons are given for celebrating 
the Sabbath in these verses? How 
are the reasons different and 
how are they the same? What do 
these verses reveal about God’s 
desires? How does this compare 
to what we find in Isaiah 1?
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did not repent and faced the resulting judgment, the faithful among God’s 
people could find hope in the promise that God would one day restore His 
nation. They would be a beacon to the other nations of the world (2:1-4). 

The immediate problem with the people in our passage is their complete 
lack of understanding. They did not know what God wanted and, in fact, did 
not really know God. According to Isaiah, animals had a better understanding 
of their relationship to their owners than God’s people did of their 
relationship with God (1:3). The people had come to view God as a kind of 
vending machine—an impersonal dispenser of favors in return for sacrifices 
and offerings. As a result, the Book of Isaiah swings back and forth between 
the themes of judgment and the promise of blessing after judgment. Even if 
judgment comes, a faithful remnant has hope for the future. 

EXPLORE THE TEXT
EMPTY RITUALS (ISA. 1:10-15)

Verses 10-11
The phrase hear the word of the Lord would bring two things to mind 
for Isaiah’s audience. First, it pointed to the prophet’s authority. Isaiah was 
not simply complaining about things he viewed as wrong in society; he 
was conveying the very word of God. Secondly, the word hear would bring 
to mind Deuteronomy 6:4 (“Listen, Israel, the Lord our God, the Lord 
is one”), a very important passage to the Israelites. It reflected that God 
was consistent in the way He had dealt with Israel. He had saved them 
from Egypt and brought them through the wilderness. God had a right to 
command them to love Him and obey Him. 

The word instruction is another way to describe God’s Torah or “Law.” 
Thus, verse 10 told the audience that Isaiah was speaking God’s words. In 
Hebrew, the word translated hear implies obedience. We can relate to this 
by thinking of telling a child to clean his or her room. If the room remains 
in a state of chaos, we question whether or not the child actually heard us. 
In other words, hearing God’s commands is not enough. Obedience follows 
the command if the words are truly heard.

The rulers of the people are compared to the rulers of Sodom and the 
Israelites are compared to the people of Gomorrah. (See Gen. 19:4-13.) The 
sins of these cities were many and their citizens were interested only in their 
own pleasure and needs. It was no doubt shocking to Isaiah’s audience to 
hear they were as bad as these cities that were destroyed by fire from heaven. 
The people of God had become prideful and had rejected God in just about 
every way possible. The rulers had led the people astray, but the people had 
willingly cooperated in choosing sin and in rejecting a loving God.

God asked the people, What are all your sacrifices to me? They had 
not stopped worshiping God in the most literal sense; they continued to 
bring sacrifices to the temple. These sacrifices and offerings would have 
been the ones outlined in Leviticus 1–7. Not all of these sacrifices were for 

VERSES 10-11

10 Hear the word of the 
Lord, you rulers of 
Sodom! Listen to the 
instruction of our God, 
you people of Gomorrah! 
11 “What are all your 
sacrifices to me? ” 
asks the Lord. “I have 
had enough of burnt 
offerings and rams and 
the fat of well-fed cattle; 
I have no desire for the 
blood of bulls, lambs, or 
male goats. 

FEATURES

1. Establish the point: The 
First Thoughts section sets 
the direction of the study for 
the leader, explaining why 
this session is important to 
today’s believer. 

2. Highlight the key doctrine: 
This section helps leaders 
identify an important doctrinal 
truth drawn from the study. 

3. See the big picture: This 
helps the leader understand 
the passage in the context of 
the Bible book. 

4. Improve skill: The Bible Skill 
section helps develop and 
improve Bible study abilities, 
giving greater depth to the 
study. Also included in the 
Personal Study Guide.

1
2

3
4

LEADER GUIDE
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sin or guilt. Some were meant to express thankfulness, while others were 
meant to be a sort of meal shared in the presence of God. The problem 
was that the people had lost sight of the purpose behind the sacrifices—a 
relationship with God. Rather than loving God and bringing sacrifices and 
offerings to show Him that love, the people were engaging in empty rituals, 
or worse, viewing their offerings as a means to get what they wanted. 

Verse 11 hints at the emptiness of their rituals: I have had enough of 
burnt offerings and rams … I have no desire for the blood of bulls. This 
statement would have shocked the audience just as much as the earlier 
comparison to Sodom and Gomorrah. With our modern ideas and life on 
this side of the cross, such a rejection of sacrificial ritual makes sense. For 
Isaiah’s readers, though, this statement would have been confusing, at the 
very least. Hadn’t God commanded these offerings and sacrifices? If so, why 
would He no longer want them? After all, the types of sacrifices described 
in these verses are the best of the best—good and costly gifts. How, then, 
could God be disappointed in the quality of the gifts and sacrifices?  

Verses 12-14
Who requires this from you—this trampling of my courts? In other words, 
who commanded that the people constantly offer sacrifices in the temple in 
the first place? A quick glance at Leviticus gives us the answer: it was God 
Himself. Why, then, was God saying He no longer wanted these sacrifices? The 
quality of the gifts was not in question but the motivation behind the giving 
was. The key is in verse 10 and the word hear. The people were to obey and to 
love God. Going through the motions was not enough. Repetitive sacrificial 
activity (trampling) without love for God was an empty affair. In God’s eyes, it 
was meaningless; therefore, the people might as well not offer sacrifices at all. 
Offering sacrifices while not really loving God is an insult to Him. 

Just in case the listeners had missed the message of how unwelcome their 
sacrifices were, the Lord made it clear with the phrase stop bringing useless 
offerings. The offerings were useless because, in and of themselves, they did 
not accomplish anything. The Israelites thought that the offerings appeased 
God and earned them His blessings. This idea of trading offerings and sacrifices 
for a deity’s blessing and protection was prevalent among the cultures around 
Israel, and God’s people had adopted the same view. In fact, the Mesopotamian 
religions assumed that if a worshiper did not get the desired result from his or her 
gods, it was likely because he or she did not have the correct formula—a ritual 
had not been followed correctly or a phrase of a prayer had been overlooked. 
While it is an oversimplification, interacting with these pagan gods was similar 
to dealing with a vending machine. If you put your money in but didn’t get the 
desired product, you must have put in the wrong amount or pressed the wrong 
button. The people of Israel and Judah had come to expect their offerings to be 
an exchange for continued favor from God. Through Isaiah, God made it clear 
that this is not the way the offerings worked. 

The Lord stated, I hate your New Moons and prescribed festivals. The 
New Moon festivals were celebrated at the beginning of each month. Judah 
operated on a lunar calendar instead of a solar one, so the new moon marked 

VERSES 12-14

12 When you come to 
appear before me, who 
requires this from you — 
this trampling of my 
courts? 13 Stop bringing 
useless offerings. Your 
incense is detestable to 
me. New Moons and 
Sabbaths, and the calling 
of solemn assemblies — 
I cannot stand iniquity 
with a festival. 14 I hate 
your New Moons and 
prescribed festivals. They 
have become a burden to 
me; I am tired of putting 
up with them.  
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the beginning of the month. Numbers 28:11-15 explains what offerings 
were to be brought in celebration of the new moon. The festival marked 
God’s lordship over time and was intended to remind the Israelites of God’s 
gift of life to them. Yet their celebrations were worthless because the people 
only did them for the blessings they thought they would get. 

Likewise, Sabbaths are mentioned. The celebration of the Sabbath was 
a favorite test case for many of the prophets. This is because observing the 
Sabbath demonstrated trust in God. The story of God’s provision of manna 
for the Israelites is found in Exodus 16:22-28. In that episode, the people were 
told not to gather more manna than they needed for each day. Still, some took 
more and tried to save it, and the manna rotted. On the sixth day, the people 
took a double portion, and the extra portion of manna for the Sabbath did not 
rot. Yet, some people still went out to try to collect more manna on the seventh 
day. God chastised the people and asked how long it would take them to truly 
trust Him. In Isaiah, the people were keeping the Sabbath festivals but were 
not really trusting God. Instead, they hoped that keeping the Sabbath would 
get them more blessing. They were missing the point of the Sabbath. 

Verse 15
The phrase spread out your hands in prayer indicates supplication. This 
posture was used when the one praying wanted or needed something from 
God. Isaiah’s audience undoubtedly expected their requests to be granted, 
given how many offerings and sacrifices they were bringing to the temple. 
What a surprise they must have gotten, then, when God stated, I will refuse 
to look at you! Looking at someone implies he or she has your attention. In 
Hebrew thought, to be in someone’s presence and good graces was expressed as 
having him face you. As part of the blessing on Aaron and his sons in Numbers 
6:25-26, for example, God stated twice that He would look on them and make 
His face to shine upon them. In Isaiah 1, by contrast, God was turning His 
countenance away from the people. The offerings they made had the opposite 
of the people’s intended effect because their hearts were not turned toward 
God. Indeed, the people could offer countless prayers, but much like the many 
meaningless offerings they had made, God would not accept them. 

The ultimate reason for this rejection is that the peoples’ hands were 
covered with blood. This language represents violence toward each other 
and toward the innocent. Shades of Sodom and Gomorrah once again appear 
as the injustice of the people toward others comes into view. As evident in 
1:21-23, the people were acting much like the citizens of those two cities. 
The Israelites did not expect this to matter to God as long as they made the 
appropriate sacrifices. Isaiah showed them just how wrong they were. 

In what ways might you be guilty of going through the motions in your 
worship of God? In what practical way can you make sure your heart is set 
on God in your worship and daily actions? 

VERSE 15

15 When you spread out 
your hands in prayer, 
I will refuse to look at 
you; even if you offer 
countless prayers, I will 
not listen. Your hands 
are covered with blood. 

FEATURES

1. Be better prepared: 
Exposition of the verses gives 
leaders additional insight 
into the study.

1

LEADER GUIDE
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TRUE FOLLOWERS (ISA. 1:16-17)

Verses 16-17
Verse 16 gives four commands: wash, cleanse, remove, and stop. For 
Isaiah’s audience, washing was more than physically bathing. Rather, 
in the context of worship, the word implies a ritual bath done as part of 
preparation to enter into the Lord’s presence. Similarly, cleansing oneself 
meant putting away all sources of ritual impurity. Given the context of the 
passage, washing and cleansing implied not just becoming ritually clean, 
but an internal cleansing. 

This internal aspect is confirmed by the commands to remove evil 
deeds and to stop doing evil. But it was not enough for the people to 
stop behaving in evil ways. They were to replace the evil they were doing 
with positive behavior. Verse 17 carries the commands of the previous 
verse forward with a set of positive commands: learn, pursue, correct, 
defend, and plead. The first command, learn to do what is good, might 
raise the question of how the Israelites were to learn what is good. The 
next commands answer that potential question by pulling forward the 
commands of the Torah. The pursuit of justice, the correction or blocking 
of oppression, and the defense of and advocacy for the less fortunate in 
society are all elements pulled directly from the law. (See Ex. 22:22-23; 
Deut. 16:20.) These positive behaviors all reflect the character of God and 
flow from a love for Him. 

In what ways does your love for God motivate you to practice care for others 
in the church? Have you felt convicted because you put your own needs over 
helping another? Explain.

REPENTANCE REQUIRED (ISA. 1:18-20)

Verses 18-19
Come, let us settle this. The verb translated settle carries the idea of setting 
things right and bringing an end to a quarrel. Isaiah let the people know they 
could avoid the fate that befell Sodom and Gomorrah. They had a chance 
to repent. Yet, there was much more here. The two major issues Isaiah 
presented to God’s people were their lack of obedience and the connected 
theme of their lack of awareness of who God is and what He desires. Rather 
than let the Israelites continue in their ignorance of Him, the Lord wanted 
to communicate with His people. He wanted to have fellowship with them. 
He wanted more than empty ritual. 

While God was rejecting ritual without relationship, He was not rejecting 
ritual and sacrifice altogether. This is evident in the next two phrases. Even 
though their sins were scarlet and crimson red, they could become white 
as snow and wool. Such a transformation involved sacrifice and the spilling 

VERSES 16-17

16 “Wash yourselves. 
Cleanse yourselves. 
Remove your evil deeds 
from my sight. Stop 
doing evil. 17 Learn to 
do what is good. Pursue 
justice. Correct the 
oppressor. Defend the 
rights of the fatherless. 
Plead the widow’s cause. 

VERSES 18-19

18 “Come, let us settle 
this,” says the Lord. 
“Though your sins are 
scarlet, they will be as 
white as snow; though 
they are crimson red, 
they will be like wool. 
19 If you are willing and 
obedient, you will eat the 
good things of the land. 
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of blood. Ironically, the blood of the sin sacrifice would change the crimson 
red of sin to the white that represents purity. In a play on the theme of red, 
Isaiah implied that the blood on the hands of his listeners could be washed 
away by God Himself. In the context of the whole of Scripture, we know that 
animal sacrifices cannot solve the long-term problem of the sinful nature. 
Isaiah reminded the people that there had to be a change in their hearts if 
they wished to settle things with God. If the people were willing to truly 
settle things with God and have their scarlet sins transformed to white, 
then they would be obedient to God and His commands. Doing so would 
move them from being sued for breaking the covenant to a state in which 
they would eat the good things of the land. This is a reference to covenantal 
blessings that come from obedience. (See Deut. 30:15-20.) 

Verse 20
The only other option for the Israelites was continued disobedience, which 
would ultimately result in death. The Bible gives only two choices for our 
lives. The first is to submit to God, which leads to life. The second is to 
refuse and rebel, which leads to death. There was no middle ground for 
Israel, Judah, or us in terms of our response to God. (See Deut. 30:19.) 
For Isaiah’s audience, the punishment of death would come by the sword. 
By using this word, Isaiah forecast the nature of God’s judgment. Both 
the northern kingdom of Israel and the southern kingdom of Judah were 
destroyed by invading nations. Israel fell to the Assyrians and Judah fell 
to the Babylonians. In both cases, these foreign nations were the sword in 
God’s hand as He brought His punishment on His people. 

Isaiah closed the section with the phrase, the mouth of the Lord 
has spoken. These words demonstrate that what Isaiah had said was by 
the authority of God. They also closed the debate. There was no more 
negotiation at this point; all that was left was for the people of God either 
to listen and obey or to continue in their rebellion. The choice was theirs 
and ours. 

Think of a decision in which you justified doing something you knew is not 
right in the eyes of God. How do the verses above motivate you to avoid this 
situation in the future?

VERSE 20

20 But if you refuse 
and rebel, you will be 
devoured by the sword.” 
For the mouth of the 
Lord has spoken. 

FEATURES

1. Navigate easily: The verses 
are printed next to the 
commentary so a leader 
can quickly reference 
the Bible text.1

LEADER GUIDE
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LEAD GROUP BIBLE STUDY

FOCUS ATTENTION
BEGIN: As the group arrives, invite them to 
share about times they felt that someone 
took their relationship with them for 
granted. Allow them to express how they 
felt on the “taken for granted” side of the 
relationship and how they realized what 
was going on. 

RESPOND: After most have arrived, call 
attention to the first paragraph on page 
10 of the Personal Study Guide (PSG) 
and the questions included. Direct them 
to respond silently. When have you ever 
taken a relationship for granted? How 
did it affect the relationship? Were you 
able to do anything to get the relationship 
back on track? (PSG, p. 10) Point out that 
one relationship we may need to consider 
when answering these questions is our 
relationship with God. 

TRANSITION: Explain that the Israelites 
took their relationship with God for 
granted, and God confronted them about 
it. Challenge the group to consider during 
today’s study if they are taking God for 
granted and the actions they may need to 
take as a result. 

 

EXPLORE THE TEXT
INTRODUCE: Explain that the group is 
beginning a new study of Isaiah. Share a 
summary of the Introduction to Isaiah 
on pages 10–11 of this leader guide. Call 
attention to Pack Item 3 (Poster: Themes 
of Isaiah), encouraging the group to look 
for these themes as they go through the 
study. Lead the group to locate the Outline 
of Isaiah on page 9 of the Personal Study 
Guide and point to Pack Item 2 (Outline 
of Isaiah) that is displayed on the wall. 
Highlight the first point of the outline to 
transition into today’s study.

SUMMARIZE: Briefly summarize Isaiah 1:1-
9, pointing out that God confronted Israel 
about them being so far away from Him 
that they no longer recognized Him. God 
told Israel His intent to bring them back to 
Him as a loving Father would bring back a 
wayward child. 

READ: Invite a volunteer to read aloud 
Isaiah 1:10-15, while the rest of the 
group looks for ways the people of Israel 
offended God. 

IDENTIFY: Lead the group to identify the 
different ways the worship of the Israelites 
offended God. Allow them to include why 
the action was offensive. Lead the group to 
explore possible reasons that their worship 
practices had become unacceptable. 

DISCUSS: What attitudes might have 
made these practices unacceptable? 

STUDY: Focus on verses 13-15. Place the 
group into pairs, designating one person 
as the Exodus person and the other as the 
Deuteronomy person. Call attention to 
the Bible Skill (PSG, p. 14), directing each 
person to locate the passage from their 
assigned book. Allow partners to complete 
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the Bible Skill, directing them to the 
Personal Study Guide for additional insight. 
Invite volunteers to share their findings. 

DISCUSS: What are causes and ways 
believers today may fall into a pattern of 
unacceptable worship of the Lord? What 
warnings should we draw from Judah’s 
mistakes? (PSG, p. 15) How should we 
approach God when we worship Him? 

TRANSITION: Isaiah delivered God’s remedy 
for their unacceptable worship. 

READ: Direct the group to silently 
read Isaiah 1:16-17 and circle the 
commands given. 

CHART: On a writing surface, list the 
nine commands found in Isaiah 1:16-
17. Lead the group to compare various 
Bible translations, looking for different 
ways the commands are worded. Record 
any variances next to the corresponding 
command. Guide the group to suggest 
synonyms for each word. Use information 
from Explore the Text (p. 18 of this book) 
and the Personal Study Guide (p. 16) 
as needed. 

ASK: How does following these commands 
fix the problems identified in verses 10-
15? How is following these commands an 
expression of faith in God?

DISCUSS: If being devoted to God in 
faithful obedience does not earn our 
salvation, then why is it necessary for 
believers to be faithfully obedient to God? 
(PSG, p. 16) 

READ: Encourage the group to listen for 
the choice given as someone reads aloud 
Isaiah 1:18-20. 

DISCUSS: Highlight verse 18, characteriz-
ing God as taking the initiative. 

ASK: How does God take the initiative today 
to bring people into a relationship with Him? 

How does His approach today compare with 
the approach found in Isaiah 1? (PSG, p. 17) 

HIGHLIGHT: Explain that verse 18 is the 
memory verse for this week. Distribute 
copies of Pack Item 8 (Handout: Memory 
Verses Bookmark), challenging the group to 
memorize verse 18 this week.

CLARIFY: Call attention to the Key 
Doctrine (Salvation; PSG, p. 16). Emphasize 
that God was calling the people to repent 
and turn to Him. Note that God continues 
to make that offer today. 

ASK: How important is the message of 
repentance to the message of the gospel? 
How important is its message to believers?  

SUMMARIZE AND 
CHALLENGE
REVIEW: Direct the group to review Isaiah 
1:10-20, looking for what God seeks in 
those who worship Him. 

ASK: What do these actions reveal about 
the nature of worship? (PSG, p. 11) 

SUMMARIZE: Reintroduce Pack Item 3 
(Poster: Themes of Isaiah). Lead the group 
to identify any of the themes that were in 
today’s passage. Refer them to Apply the 
Text (PSG, p. 18) for assistance. 

RESPOND: Prior to the group time, select 
one of the question sets under Apply 
the Text (PSG, p. 18). Lead the group to 
respond to the selected questions. You may 
choose to lead them to respond silently, 
challenging them to revisit this section 
later in the day. 

PRAY: Conclude the group time with 
prayer, thanking God for taking the 
initiative to call us back to Him. Ask for 
courage to repent and return to Him when 
He confronts us about our own sin.

FEATURES

1. Lead with confidence: These 
pages provide three teaching 
actions: Focus Attention, 
Explore the Text, and 
Summarize and Challenge. 
Each action is tied to sections 
of the Personal Study Guide and 
offers sufficient content for 45 
minutes of group time. 

2. Ask the right questions: 
Move the group time and 
discussion forward by 
asking good questions at key 
moments. Those marked 
PSG are included in the 
Personal Study Guide.

3. Finish strong: This final 
section helps the leader 
challenge the group to act 
upon the truths explored 
during the session.

1

2

3
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OPTIONS
Consider these options to customize your group time. For additional questions, consult 

QuickSource. To use a current event to introduce or conclude the group time, go to Blog.LifeWay.

com/ExploreTheBible (click on Weekly Adult Extra under the Resources dropdown menu). 

MUSIC 

Secure a copy of “Come, Let Us Reason,” by 
Ken Medema. Play the song as a tool for 
memorizing Isaiah 1:18. (The song is based 
on the words of the verse.)

REFLECTIVE

Prior to the group time, develop a case 
study that portrays a person being taken 
for granted in a friendship, possibly one 
friend who always calls on the other friend 
for assistance, but is never available when 
the other friend needs help or wants to 
visit. When the group arrives, provide 
copies of the case study and direct them to 
discuss how they might advise the friend 
who is being taken for granted. 

DRAMA

Pre-enlist a person to create a dramatic 
reading of Isaiah 1:10-20. Coach them to 
do so as if a loving father was confronting 
a wayward child. Instead of reading the 
passage throughout the session, invite the 
volunteer to present each passage section at 
that time. After each presentation, lead the 
group to discuss the emotions felt as if they 
were the child or the father. 

ART 

Gather paper and acrylic paints.

After the first passage is read, call attention 
to the paper and paints. Invite a volunteer 
to select a paint color and add images to the 
painting to express the mood reflected in 
that passage. Encourage others to add to the 
painting after each passage section is read. 
At the conclusion, note the different colors 

and images included. Lead the group to 
discuss how the final art expresses the point 
of today’s session (God confronts His people 
about the consequences of their actions). 

VISUAL

Print images of street signs (Yield, Stop, 
U-Turn, Falling Rocks, etc.).

As each passage is read, call attention to the 
images of various street signs which have 
been placed on a table. Review the meaning 
of each sign. Lead the group to select the 
one sign they believe best illustrates the 
point of that passage section. Attach the 
agreed upon sign to a display wall. At the 
conclusion of the group time, guide the 
group to review the selected signs and the 
summary statements under Apply the Text 
(PSG, p. 18). Look for ways the selected 
signs support the summary statements. 
Challenge the group to remember the 
summary statements as they see each sign 
in the coming week. 

RESEARCH

Collect Bible concordances or study Bibles 
with a concordance. 

Call attention to the nine commands in 
Isaiah 1:16-17. Create teams (two people 
can be a team) and assign a command to 
each team. Distribute Bible concordances, 
directing teams to look for other passages 
where their assigned command is given. 
Encourage them to review some of the 
passages and determine how the uses of 
the command in other passages clarifies 
what Isaiah was calling the people to do. 
Invite volunteers to share insights gained.  

FEATURES

1. Modify the Bible study: 
Replace or lengthen the 
group-time ideas on the 
previous pages using these 
additional ideas.

2. Add music: Start your 
meeting time with this song 
suggestion. For groups that 
enjoy this approach, every 
song listed can be purchased 
from lifewayworship.com 
for a small fee. 

1

2

LEADER GUIDE

“…because you have 
been born again—not 

of perishable seed 
but of imperishable—
through the living and 

enduring word of God.”
1 Peter 1:23 CSB
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God Confronts
God confronts His people about the consequences of their actions.

ISAIAH 1:10-20

S e s s i o n  1

12    E X PL OR E T HE BI BL E

When have you ever taken a relationship for granted?  How did it affect the 
relationship? Were you able to do anything to get the relationship back on track? 

Paying bills, going to the grocery store, getting the car serviced—our days are filled with 
mundane tasks that we carry out on automatic pilot without much thought. Sometimes, 
church and devotions fall into a repetitive rut. Even relationships can become stale and fade 
into the background of routine. As a result, the failure of a relationship can catch us off guard.

DAT E OF M Y BI BL E S T U DY:     13 

UNDERSTAND THE CONTEXT
Isaiah 1:1–4:6 lays the groundwork for Isaiah’s 
entire message. Here, Isaiah contrasted the 
sin and rebellion of Judah in his day to their 
future of blessedness and holiness in the last 
days. After briefly mentioning the kings who 
reigned during his ministry, Isaiah described 
Judah’s sinful ways like a prosecuting 
attorney with overwhelming evidence. We 
see a picture of a people who had abandoned 
God. Though God had raised them, provided 
for them, and cared for them in every way 
as a loving father would his children, with 
ingratitude they rebelled against Him (Isa. 
1:2). They were worse than oxen or donkeys 
who at least know who feeds them (1:3). 

God was using loving discipline to draw His 
people back to Himself, yet they stubbornly 
refused to return (1:5-9). Instead of trusting 
in the Lord, the people of Judah placed their 
trust in material things, military heroes, 
renowned leaders, and spiritual gurus. 
Therefore, God would remove their false 
sources of security so they might recognize 
their futility (3:1-3). Young and old, male and 
female, all would bear the consequences of 
their arrogant sin (3:5-26). 

Such is the case with us. God never abandons 
His children but lovingly confronts us and, 
if need be, disciplines us so we will return 
to Him. Whatever God does to bring us 
to Himself is an act of loving kindness, no 
matter how difficult His discipline may seem.

The good news is that God’s announcement 
of judgment was not His only message. Even 
though His people’s present situation was 
dreadful, their future was bright. God was 
going to once again establish His temple, 
people from every nation would stream 
to it to worship the Lord and receive His 
instruction, and there would be peace (2:1-4). 
On that day, the Branch of the Lord, Jesus 
Christ, will be beautiful and glorious among 
them, the people of God will be called holy, 
and their names will be written in the book 
of life because the Lord has washed away 
their sin (4:1-6). 

FEATURES

1. Break the ice: Begin each 
session with an easily 
answered question to help 
start discussion.

2. Get the point: This section 
introduces group members to 
the passage in the context of 
the Bible book.

DAILY 
DISCIPLESHIP 
GUIDE

(Sample shown at  
80% of actual size)

1

2
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Passage Outline

Empty Rituals  
(Isa. 1:10-15)

True Followers  
(Isa. 1:16-17)

Repentance Required 
(Isa. 1:18-20)

Key Words

A.  Isaiah compared Judah 
and Jerusalem to Sodom 
and Gomorrah, two cities 
God had destroyed for 
their iniquity (Gen. 19:24; 
Ezek. 16:49-50).

B.  In Deuteronomy 1:12 
Moses stated, “How can I  
bear your troubles, 
burdens, and disputes 
by myself?”

C.  To wash oneself from sin 
(Isa. 4:4).

D.  To teach in the sense 
of training. In Hosea 
10:11, Ephraim was 
trained like a heifer by a 
yoke and goad.

E.  The children of Israel 
went to Moses to “seek” 
(ESV, NIV, NLT) the 
Lord’s understanding 
(Ex. 18:15). 

F.  Obedience requires our 
“consent” (NASB). David 
wasn’t willing to go with 
Absalom (2 Sam. 13:25).

ISAIAH 1:10-20
10 Hear the word of the Lord, you rulers of  
Sodom ! Listen to the instruction of our God, you 
people of Gomorrah! 11 “What are all your sacrifices 
to me?” asks the Lord. “I have had enough of burnt 
offerings and rams and the fat of well-fed cattle; 
I have no desire for the blood of bulls, lambs, or 
male goats. 12 When you come to appear before 
me, who requires this from you—this trampling 
of my courts? 13 Stop bringing useless offerings. 
Your incense is detestable to me. New Moons and 
Sabbaths, and the calling of solemn assemblies—I 
cannot stand iniquity with a festival. 14 I hate your 
New Moons and prescribed festivals. They have 
become a burden  to me; I am tired of putting up 
with them. 15 When you spread out your hands in 
prayer, I will refuse to look at you; even if you offer 
countless prayers, I will not listen. Your hands are 
covered with blood. 16 “Wash yourselves. Cleanse   
yourselves. Remove your evil deeds from my sight. 
Stop doing evil. 17 Learn  to do what is good. 
Pursue  justice. Correct the oppressor. Defend the 
rights of the fatherless. Plead the widow’s cause.  
18 “Come, let us settle this,” says the Lord. “Though 
your sins are scarlet, they will be as white as snow; 
though they are crimson red, they will be like wool. 
19 If you are willing  and obedient, you will eat the 
good things of the land. 20 But if you refuse and 
rebel, you will be devoured by the sword.” For the 
mouth of the Lord has spoken.

14    E X PL OR E T H E BI BL E

EXPLORE THE TEXT
Isaiah began with a scathing indictment 
in verse 10. By saying, you rulers of Sodom 
and you people of Gomorrah, Isaiah was 
communicating how utterly depraved 
Judah’s ways had been and how serious 
the consequences of such sin were. Verse 9 
reveals that were it not for the Lord’s mercy, 
Judah might have been completely wiped 
out like Sodom and Gomorrah. (See Gen. 
19:23-25.) The Lord confronted His people 
about their sacrifices. He was quite clear 
about what He thought of their sacrifices: 
They meant nothing to Him; they added 
nothing to Him; and they did nothing for 
Him. When a person comes before the Lord 
with an insincere heart and selfish motives, it 
is unacceptable “worship” to God. Acceptable 
worship involves approaching the Lord on His 
terms. The Lord emphatically commanded 
the people to stop bringing their offerings to 
the temple because they were meaningless 
and detestable to Him.

BIBLE SKILL: Compare related 
passages. Compare Exodus 20:8-11 
and Deuteronomy 5:12-15. What 
reasons are given for celebrating 
the Sabbath in these verses? How 
are the reasons different and how 
are they the same? What do these 
verses reveal about God’s desires? 
How does this compare to what we 
find in Isaiah 1?

What are causes and ways believers today 
may fall into a pattern of unacceptable 
worship of the Lord? What warnings 
should we draw from Judah’s mistakes? 

Taken together, the three sets of commands 
signify authentic repentance and true 
devotion to the Lord. The washing and 
cleansing of themselves called for sincere 
repentance so that there no longer would be 
a disconnect between their hearts and their 
acts of worship. The authenticity of their 
repentance would be demonstrated by their 
actions: turn away from their sinful ways, 
learn what God’s will is, and do it. 

If being devoted to God in faithful 
obedience does not earn our salvation, 
then why is it necessary for believers to 
be faithfully obedient to God?

KEY DOCTRINE: Salvation. 
Repentance is a genuine turning 
from sin toward God (Isa 55:7).

God invited His sinful people to come to 
Him in repentance and faith. He promised 
to cleanse them of all their sin.  The Lord 
confronted His people with a choice: either 
repent, obey, and enjoy God’s blessing, or 
refuse and rebel and suffer the consequences.

How does God take the initiative today 
to bring people into a relationship with 
Him? How does His approach today 
compare with the approach found in 
Isaiah 1? 

    15 

FEATURES

1. Focus on the Bible verse: 
Every session features 
the main Scripture 
passage (the same text 
that is in the traditional 
Personal Study Guide).

2. Understand what's 
important: Key words 
and phrases are called 
out and explained for 
additional insight.

3. Create a richer group 
experience: Commentary 
and questions help foster an 
enriching and lively discussion.

4. Take your group deeper: This 
Guide also includes the Bible 
Skill and Key Doctrine found 
in the Personal Study Guide.

1

2

3

4

DAILY DISCIPLESHIP GUIDE
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Prayer Requests

APPLY THE TEXT
• Relying on religious rituals alone falls short when approaching the holy God.

• God expects His followers to demonstrate righteousness and justice.

• God offers forgiveness to those who repent.

Ask God to examine your heart and to reveal any sin in your life that might be 
hindering your worship of Him. What actions do you need to take in response to 
what God shows you?

On a scale of 1 to 10 with 10 being completed, how would you rate how well you do 
the nine commands found in verses 16 and 17? What do you need to do to more 
completely follow these commands?

Discuss as a group the difference it should make to believers as they go through  
their daily routine to remember that our sins are forgiven and have been made  
“white as snow.” Begin to memorize Isaiah 1:18.

DAILY EXPLORATION
Day 1: We must listen to God’s instructions.

Read Isaiah 1:10, underlining the words hear and listen.

The words hear and listen both mean “hear and obey.” So the message is straightforward. The 
people needed to hear and obey the Word of God. Verse 10 contains several personal elements. 

Lord, often denoted as Yahweh from Hebrew, is God’s personal, covenantal name. Israel 
was Yahweh’s treasured possession and holy nation, devoted for God’s personal mission of 
blessing all other nations. God chose Israel to be a conduit of blessing for every people group 
on the earth. 

The expression our God emphasizes that while the other nations had a multiplicity of gods, 
Yahweh was Israel’s God, the one and only God. 

The word instruction is the Hebrew word tora, and even though it is authoritative, it has 
the idea of affectionate personal instruction, such as what a parent would share with a son 
or daughter.

Why do you think God started this passage with the firm instruction to listen?  
In what areas of your life is God calling you to listen and heed His Word?

Day 2: Insincere sacrifices are offensive to God.

Read Isaiah 1:11-12, noting God’s frustration with their sacrifices.

Sacrifices were meant to be outward expressions of true commitment to the Lord. God knows 
what is in the heart of every person, and He knows when a sacrifice is offered insincerely. 
Outward formality cannot hide degenerate hearts. This verse is reminiscent of 1 Samuel 
15:22, “Does the Lord take pleasure in burnt offerings and sacrifices as much as in obeying 
the Lord? Look: to obey is better than sacrifice, to pay attention is better than the fat of rams.” 

The fat of well-fed cattle represents offering to God one’s best, and the blood represents 
devotion to God. But it was all a sham. The people were blemished with sin and absent of true 
devotion to God. It would be like offering a gift to a spouse who knows the one giving the gift 
is cheating on him or her. Instead of being a blessing, the gift would be offensive because of 
the infidelity. Similarly, their sacrifices were offensive to God.

Why didn’t God take pleasure in the Israelites’ sacrifices? How might our sacrifices  
be offensive to God?
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FEATURES

1. Bring the text to life: This 
section helps group members 
apply the truths discovered by 
identifying actions to take. 

2. Get in the Word daily: 
These short but powerful 
Bible studies encourage 
members to spend time in the 
Word all week long.

1 2

DAILY DISCIPLESHIP GUIDE
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Day 3: True worship is required for God’s favor.

Read Isaiah 1:13-15, considering how their festivals may have become irreverent.

The New Moons festival consecrated each new month to the Lord by expressing to Him 
repentance, devotion, and fellowship. The institution of the Sabbath was so important that 
it was included as the fourth commandment (Ex. 20:8-11). Israel was required to cease from 
all work and rest because the Lord rested on the seventh day of creation. The Sabbath was a 
sign of the covenant the Lord made with Israel (Ex. 31:12) and reminded the people of their 
deliverance from slavery in Egypt (Deut. 5:15). Keeping the Sabbath was meant to provide a 
designated, focused time to worship the Lord, as David demonstrated in Psalm 92.

Other prescribed festivals included Passover, the Day of Atonement, and the Feast of 
Tabernacles. God instituted these holy days as times for Israel to celebrate God’s wondrous 
acts and blessings upon them and to express their gratitude, love, and devotion to Him. 
Instead, they turned them into something repulsive. The people worshiped the Lord with 
their lips, but their hearts were far from Him. (See Isa. 29:13; Matt. 15:8.) 

Consequently, when the people spread out their hands in prayer, God would refuse to look 
at them. When the Lord shines His face upon His people and looks at them, it is a way of 
expressing His favor. To refuse to look at them was His way of saying He was withdrawing His 
blessing from them. 

What are ways you may fall into a pattern of unacceptable worship of the Lord?  
What warnings should you draw from Judah’s mistakes? 

Day 4: We demonstrate our love of God through faithful obedience.

Read Isaiah 1:16-17, numbering the nine commands listed.

The Lord gave nine commands for the people to correct their ways and demonstrate they were 
true followers of God. These commands were not given to secure salvation but to demonstrate 
the authenticity of their salvation. The first three deal with the inward removal of sin. The 
second three address outward devotion to Yahweh. The last three pertain to relationships 
with others, showing how true repentance would affect how they related to others. Instead of 
being the oppressors, they would oppose oppressors. Also, they would champion the cause of 
those who could not care for themselves, such as the fatherless and widows. 

If being devoted to God in faithful obedience does not earn our salvation,  
then why is it necessary for you to be faithfully obedient to God?
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Day 5: God calls for sincere repentance.

Read Isaiah 1:18-20, identifying God’s request.

The Lord takes no pleasure in disciplining His children. It is 
necessary for their correction, but He would rather enjoy them 
in sweet fellowship. If their sins are scarlet, they will be made 
white, non-existent. Here, the Lord made clear that He alone can 
cleanse us of sin. When He calls us to wash and cleanse ourselves, 
that washing and cleansing can happen only when we come to 
Him in sincere repentance (v. 16).

The Lord Jesus Christ graciously and mercifully calls to us: 
Whosoever will, come to Me, and I forgive you, cleanse you, and 
give you abundant, eternal life. Reject Me and spend eternity 
separated from Me. It is a choice every person must make. The 
Lord offers forgiveness and cleansing to all who repent—to the 
lost who needs salvation and to believers who seek restored 
fellowship with Christ (1 John 1:9).

How does God take the initiative today to bring you into 
a relationship with Him? How does His approach today 
compare with the approach found in Isaiah 1? 

For additional context, 
read “Isaiah’s Messianic 
Prophecies,” an archived 
Biblical Illustrator article 
provided via digital 
download in the Fall 
2020 Explore the Bible 
Leader Pack.

TALK IT OUT
Reflect on the truths found in Isaiah 1, sharing 
with other members of your Bible study group.

What thoughts come to mind when you hear the words 
worthless, burdensome, and meaningless? What thoughts 
come to mind when you hear these words as descriptors 
of worship?

When have you seen godly actions being well displayed 
in a person’s life or in a church?

Through Isaiah God foretold the outcome of obedience 
and of rebellion. How can we correlate these outcomes 
to our daily choices?
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FEATURES

1. Build relationships: This 
section gives group members 
a chance to reflect on the 
truths together. These 
probing questions can 
be used for two-to-three 
member discipleship 
groups or one-on-one 
mentoring relationships.

1

DAILY DISCIPLESHIP GUIDE
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God Confronts 
FOCUS ATTENTION

BEGIN: As the group arrives, invite them to 
share about times they felt that someone took 
their relationship with them for granted. Allow 
them to express how they felt on the “took for 
granted” side of the relationship and how they 
realized what was going on. 

RESPOND: After most have arrived, call 
attention to the first paragraph on page 13 
and the questions included. Direct them to 
respond silently. When have you ever taken 
a relationship for granted? How did it 
affect the relationship? Were you able to 
do anything to get the relationship back on 
track? (p. 13) Point out that one relationship 
we may need to consider when answering these 
questions is our relationship with God. 

TRANSITION: Explain that the Israelites took 
their relationship with God for granted, and God 
confronted them about it. Challenge the group to 
consider during today’s study if they are taking 
God for granted and the actions they may need to 
take as a result. 

EXPLORE THE TEXT

INTRODUCE: Explain that the group is 
beginning a new study of Isaiah. Share a summary 
of the Introduction to Isaiah on page 8. Call 
attention to Pack Item 3 (Poster: Themes of 

Isaiah), encouraging the group to look for these 
themes as they go through the study. Lead the 
group to locate the Outline of Isaiah on page 9 
and point to Pack Item 2 (Outline of Isaiah) that 
is displayed on the wall. Highlight the first point 
of the outline to transition into today’s study.

SUMMARIZE: Briefly summarize Isaiah 1:1-9, 
pointing out that God confronted Israel about 
them being so far away from Him that they no 
longer recognized Him. God told Israel His intent 
to bring them back to Him as a loving Father 
would bring back a wayward child. 

READ: Invite a volunteer to read aloud 
Isaiah 1:10-15, while the rest of the group looks 
for ways the people of Israel offended God. 

• (1:13) The offerings were useless because, in 
and of themselves, they did not accomplish 
anything. The Israelites thought that the 
offerings appeased God and earned them His 
blessings. This idea of trading offerings and 
sacrifices for a deity’s blessing and protection 
was prevalent among the cultures around 
Israel, and God’s people had adopted the 
same view. 

• (1:14) Observing the Sabbath demonstrated 
trust in God. The story of God providing manna 
for the Israelites is found in Exodus 16:22-28. 
In the episode, the people were told not to 
gather more manna than they needed daily. 

Session 1   |   Isaiah 1:10-20
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DAILY 
DISCIPLESHIP 
GUIDE 
LEADER 
HELPS

(Sample shown at  
80% of actual size)

FEATURES

1. Get everyone focused: This 
opening activity gives the 
leader a way to get the group 
attentive and ready to learn.

2. Lead more easily: Explore the 
Text helps the leader know 
what to read, emphasize, and 
discuss throughout the study.

1

2

“I will meditate on your 
precepts and think about 
your ways. I will delight 
in your statutes; I will 
not forget your word.”

Psalm 119:15–16 CSB
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Still, some took more and tried to save it. The 
manna rotted, but God did not chastise the 
people. On the sixth day, the people took a 
double portion and the extra portion for the 
Sabbath did not rot. Yet, some people still 
went out to try to collect more manna on the 
seventh day. At this point God chastised the 
people and asked how long it would take them 
to truly trust Him.

• (1:15) The ultimate reason for this rejection 
is because the peoples’ hands were covered 
with blood. This language represents violence 
toward each other and toward the innocent. 
The people were acting much like the citizens 
of Sodom and Gomorrah. The Israelites did not 
expect this to matter to God as long as they 
made the appropriate sacrifices, but Isaiah 
showed them just how wrong they were. 

IDENTIFY: Lead the group to identify the 
different ways the worship of the Israelites 
offended God. Allow them to include why the 
action was offensive. Lead the group to explore 
possible reasons that their worship practices had 
become unacceptable. 

DISCUSS: What attitudes might have made 
these practices unacceptable? 

STUDY: Focus on verses 13-15. Place the group 
into pairs, designating one person as the Exodus 
person and the other as the Deuteronomy person. 
Call attention to the Bible Skill (p. 15), directing 
each person to locate the passage from their 
assigned book. Allow partners to complete 
the Bible Skill. Invite volunteers to share their 
findings. 

DISCUSS: What are causes and ways 
believers today may fall into a pattern of 
unacceptable worship of the Lord? What 
warnings should we draw from Judah’s 
mistakes? (p. 15) How should we approach 
God when we worship Him? 

TRANSITION: Isaiah delivered God’s remedy for 
their unacceptable worship. 

READ: Direct the group to silently read 
Isaiah 1:16-17 and circle the commands given. 

• (1:16) For Isaiah’s audience, washing was more 
than physically bathing. The word implies a 
ritual bath done as part of preparation to enter 
into the Lord’s presence. Similarly, cleansing 
oneself meant putting away all sources 
of ritual impurity. Given the context of the 
passage, washing and cleansing implied an 
internal cleansing. 

CHART: On a writing surface, list the nine 
commands found in Isaiah 1:16-17. Lead the group 
to compare various Bible translations, looking 
for different ways the commands are worded. 
Record any variances next to the corresponding 
command. Guide the group to suggest synonyms 
for each word. Use information from the Explore 
the Text (p. 15) and the Day 4 Daily Exploration 
(p. 18) as needed. 

ASK: How does following these commands 
fix the problems identified in verses 10-
15? How is following these commands an 
expression of faith in God?

DISCUSS: If being devoted to God in faithful 
obedience does not earn our salvation, 
then why is it necessary for believers to be 
faithfully obedient to God? (p. 15) 
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READ: Encourage the group to listen for 
the choice given as someone reads aloud 
Isaiah 1:18-20. 

• (1:18) While God was rejecting ritual without 
relationship, He was not rejecting ritual and 
sacrifice altogether. Even though their sins 
were scarlet and crimson red, they could 
become white as snow and wool. Such a 
transformation involved sacrifice and the 
spilling of blood. Ironically, the blood of the 
sin sacrifice would change the crimson red of 
sin to the white that represents purity. If the 
people were willing to truly settle things with 
God and have their scarlet sins transformed to 
white, then they would be obedient to God and 
His commands.

• (1:20) The phrase, the mouth of the Lord has 
spoken. These words demonstrate that what 
Isaiah had said was by the authority of God. 
They also closed the debate. There was no 
more negotiation at this point; all that was 
left was for the people of God either to listen 
and obey or to continue in their rebellion. The 
choice was theirs and ours. 

DISCUSS: Highlight verse 18, characterizing 
God as taking the initiative. ASK: How does 
God take the initiative today to bring people 
into a relationship with Him? How does His 
approach today compare with the approach 
found in Isaiah 1? (p. 15) 

HIGHLIGHT: Explain that verse 18 is the 
memory verse for this week. Distribute copies 
of Pack Item 8 (Handout: Memory Verses 
Bookmark), challenging the group to memorize 
verse 18 this week.

CLARIFY: Call attention to the Key Doctrine 
(Salvation; p. 15). Emphasize that God was calling 
the people to repent and turn to Him. Note that God 
continues to make that offer today. ASK: How 
important is the message of repentance to the 
message of the gospel? How important is this 
message to believers?  

SUMMARIZE AND CHALLENGE

REVIEW: Direct the group to review Isaiah 
1:10-20, looking for what God seeks in those who 
worship Him. ASK: What do these actions 
reveal about the nature of worship? 

SUMMARIZE: Reintroduce Pack Item 3 
(Poster: Themes of Isaiah). Lead the group to 
identify any of the themes that were in today’s 
passage. Refer them to Apply the Text (PSG, p. 16) 
for assistance. 

RESPOND: Prior to the group time, select 
one of the question sets under Apply the Text 
(p. 16). Lead the group to respond to the selected 
questions. You may choose to lead them to 
respond silently, challenging them to revisit this 
section later in the day. 

PRAY: Conclude the group time with prayer, 
thanking God for taking the initiative to call us 
back to Him. Ask for courage to repent and return 
to Him when He confronts us about our own sin. 

AFTER THE SESSION

Contact group members who need to be 
encouraged, reminding them that a new study is 
beginning, making it a great time to get back into 
the habit of participating in the group time.
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FEATURES

1. Find commentary easily: 
Notes are interspersed 
throughout the plans 
where leaders are most 
likely to use them.

2. Wrap it up with purpose: 
Summarize and Challenge 
brings the group time to 
a conclusion and steers 
participants toward applying 
the truths discovered.

3. Reach out confidently: After 
the Session helps the leader 
manage and strengthen the 
group with suggestions for 
follow-up action.

1

2

3

DAILY DISCIPLESHIP GUIDE LEADER HELPS
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11Dat e of My Bi bl e St u dy: _________

God Confronts

ISAIAH 1:10-20
10  Hear the word of the LORD, you rulers of  Sodom! 
Listen to the instruction of our God, you people of  

 Gomorrah! 11 “What are all your sacrifices to me?” asks 
the LORD. “I have had enough of burnt offerings and rams 
and the fat of well-fed cattle; I have no desire for the blood 
of bulls, lambs, or male goats. 12 When you come to  appear 
before me, who requires this from you—this trampling of 
my courts? 13 Stop bringing  useless offerings. Your incense 
is detestable to me. New Moons and Sabbaths, and the 
calling of  solemn assemblies—I cannot stand iniquity 
with a festival. 14 I hate your New Moons and prescribed 
festivals. They have become a  burden to me; I am  tired 
of putting up with them. 15 When you spread out your 
hands in prayer, I will refuse to look at you; even if you offer 
countless prayers, I will not listen. Your hands are covered 
with blood. 16 “Wash yourselves.  Cleanse yourselves. 
Remove your evil deeds from my sight. Stop doing evil.  
17  Learn to do what is good.  Pursue justice.  Correct 
the oppressor. Defend the rights of the fatherless.  Plead 
the widow’s cause. 18 “Come, let us  settle this,” says the 
LORD. “Though your sins are scarlet, they will be as white as 
snow; though they are crimson red, they will be like wool. 
19 If you are  willing and obedient, you will eat the good 
things of the land. 20 But if you refuse and rebel, you will 
be  devoured by the sword.” For the mouth of the LORD 
has spoken.

EXPLORING KEY WORDS

A  (1) “Pay attention” (Ex. 15:26); (2) “obey” (Ex. 24:7); 
(3) answer prayer (Judg. 13:9); (4) “understand”  
(Gen. 11:7); (5) “analyze” (Ps. 94:8-11).

B  Isaiah compared Judah and Jerusalem to Sodom  
and Gomorrah, two cities God had destroyed for  
their iniquity (Gen. 19:24; Ezek. 16:49-50).

C  God knows the posture of our hearts when we 
“worship” (GNT, NLT) Him. 

D  “Meaningless” (NIV); “futile” (NRSV). Idols are 
“worthless” (Ps 31:6; 119:37; Jer. 18:15).

E  “Religious gatherings” (GNT).

F  In Deuteronomy 1:12 Moses stated, “How can I  
bear your troubles, burdens, and disputes by myself?”

G  “Weary of bearing them” (ESV); “ They are a burden 
to me. I cannot stand them!” (NLT).

H  To wash oneself from sin (Isa. 4:4).

I  To teach in the sense of training. In Hosea 10:11, 
Ephraim was trained like a heifer by a yoke and goad.

J  The children of Israel went to Moses to “seek”  
(ESV, NIV, NLT) the Lord’s understanding (Ex. 18:15). 

K  “Rescue the oppressed” (NRSV). 

L  “Defend” (GNT); “fight for the rights” (NLT).

M  “Reason together” (ESV, KJV). 

N  Obedience requires our “consent” (NASB). David 
wasn’t willing to go with Absalom (2 Sam. 13:25).

O  “Doomed to die” (GNT).

S E S S I O N  1

For additional commentary, see the Leader Guide or Adult  
Commentary, available for purchase at LifeWay.com/ExploreTheBible.

QUICKSOURCE

(Sample shown at  
69% of actual size)

FEATURES

1. Start with Scripture: Each 
session begins with the Bible 
verse for quick reference.  

2. Find the keys quickly: 
Key Words helps identify 
significant words and phrases 
in the passage and functions 
as a concise commentary 
on the passage.

1
2

“He answered, ‘It is 
written: Man must not 

live on bread alone 
but on every word 

that comes from the 
mouth of God.’”

Matthew 4:4 CSB
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Notes

TALKING POINTS

1. EMPTY RITUALS (Isa. 1:10-15)
• Isaiah compared the Israelites to the people of Sodom and Gomorrah, 

questioning their sincerity in practicing religious rites and observing 
religious festivals. 

• He declared God to be wearied by their insincere religious rituals and 
practices that had become a substitute for godly living. 

2. TRUE FOLLOWERS (Isa. 1:16-17)
• Isaiah called on the Israelites to cleanse their hearts and demonstrate 

they had done so by living godly lives. 

• Emphasize that the actions listed pointed to a changed life that was the 
result of repentance. 

• Be careful to explain that righteous works do not secure salvation. 

3.  REPENTANCE REQUIRED (Isa. 1:18-20)
• Isaiah declared that the people faced a choice: they could approach God 

in repentance and find forgiveness, or they could continue to rebel and 
face God’s judgment. 

SUMMARY STATEMENTS
God confronts His people about the consequences  
of their actions. 
• Relying on religious rituals alone falls short when approaching the 

holy God. 

• God expects His followers to demonstrate righteousness and justice. 

• God offers forgiveness to those who repent.

13Se ssion 1 :  G od Conf ront s 

DISCUSSION PLAN

FOCUS ATTENTION
Who’s your favorite television judge, and why?

• Particularly, television judges have gained notoriety in popular 
culture. Lead the group to identify any judge personalities with 
whom they are familiar (ex.: Judge Faith, Judge Hatchett, Judge 
Judy, Judge Mathis, Judge Milian, Judge Wapner).

• Some television judges are renown for their no-nonsense approach 
to presiding over cases.

• As the righteous Judge, God has a no-nonsense approach and 
response when His people break covenant with Him.

• In Isaiah 1:10-20, the prophet presents God’s indictment 
against the Israelites and the hope of receiving a pardon, if the 
people repent.

EXPLORE THE BIBLE 
ISAIAH 1:10-15
What was the significance of Isaiah addressing his 
fellow countrymen as “rulers of Sodom” and “people 
of Gomorrah”?

• Sodom and Gomorrah symbolized centers of sinful living  
(Gen. 13:13; 18:20-21; 19:5,24-25). 

• The nation of Judah’s offenses were so severe, they paralleled 
those of cities that God totally destroyed.

• Judgment awaits all of us, so we should be careful to avoid living 
ungodly lives and refusing to repent.

What thoughts come to mind when you hear the words 
worthless, burdensome, and meaningless? What if 
you heard these words as descriptors of worship?

• Today, our “sacrifices” (v. 11) include offering our time, talents, 
and treasures (money). All are forms of worship. 

• Outward expressions of worship are hollow if inwardly one’s heart 
is unfaithful to God.

• Religious practices are no substitute for godly living. 
Why didn’t God take pleasure in the Israelites’ 
sacrifices?

• Placing our faith in religious rituals more than in the God we 
worship is empty and ineffective. 

• God values obedience more than religious activities  
(1 Sam. 15:22).

• Spiritual rituals are meaningless when they don’t include 
obedience.

ISAIAH 1:16-17
How would you summarize Isaiah’s instructions in 
verses 16-17? How do these actions connect?

• As God’s chosen people, Isaiah urged the Israelites to turn from 
their sinful ways and return to godly living.

• A changed heart leads to a change in behavior.
• Righteous actions (e.g., caring for the poor, fatherless, and 

oppressed) flow from the hearts of God’s followers.
• Salvation isn’t secured through our actions. Faith in Christ alone 

saves us (Eph. 2:8-9).
When have you seen godly actions being well 
displayed in a person’s life or in a church? 

• Discuss the results of their actions, and brainstorm ways to show 
Christ’s love in your community. 

• Pause to pray for any people or churches identified. 

ISAIAH 1:18-20
Why did God offer the Israelites the choice to repent 
rather than force them to do so?

• God is committed to maintaining a love relationship with those 
who love and obey Him (Ex. 19:5; 1 Chron. 16:15; Neh. 1:5).

• Choosing to obey God’s commands reflects our love for Him 
(John 14:15).

• True repentance is voluntary and from the heart (2 Cor. 7:10).
Through Isaiah God foretold the outcome of obedience 
and of rebellion. How can we correlate these 
outcomes to our daily choices? 

• We can choose to obey God or suffer the consequences of our 
disobedience.

• Choosing to obey yields bountiful blessings. Choosing to disobey 
brings judgment and destruction.

What’s the significance of Isaiah’s invitation from 
God to make Judah’s sins “as white as snow” (v. 18)?

• No matter how severe the offense, God is willing to forgive those 
who repent.

• God is able and willing to cleanse the stain of sin from our hearts. 
• Forgiveness and salvation are available to all who confess and 

repent of sin, believe in Jesus Christ, and accept Him as Savior 
and Lord. 

SUMMARIZE & CHALLENGE
Reflect on your average day, including your thoughts 
and attitudes. Ask the Holy Spirit to reveal any 
area(s) in need of cleansing. 

• Personal Challenge: As you participate in worship practices this 
week (e.g., church attendance, Bible reading and study, prayer, 
Christian service), ask God to reveal and replace any empty 
practices with a heart devoted to loving and living for Him.

• Pray our actions, behavior, thoughts, and attitudes reflect 
righteousness and show us as true followers of God.

FEATURES

1. Get to the points: This section 
helps identify the emphasis for 
each outline point. 

2. Focus on what matters: 
Summary Statements 
identifies the major truths 
presented in the passage 
as well as the main focus 
for the lesson.

3. Know where the discussion 
is going: The Discussion Plan 
provides sequenced questions 
a leader can use to lead a 
discussion of the passage. 
This follows the outline of 
the passage presented on 
page 12. It includes cues and 
information that may be 
used to help the group when 
discussing the question.

1

2

3

QUICKSOURCE
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OBJECT LESSON

DIG DEEPER 

14

FROM SUPERFICIAL TO GOD-HONORING

God judges, and yet, He doesn’t arbitrarily judge. Instead, God desires 
to challenge His people concerning the reason for their actions. Isaiah 
began the Book of Isaiah by creating an atmosphere of a courtroom. 
Isaiah stated, “Listen, heavens, and pay attention, earth, for the LORD 
has spoken: ‘I have raised children and brought them up, but they 
have rebelled against me’” (Isa. 1:2). Judah “rebelled against” God. 
In a charge to Judah, Isaiah stated, “The ox knows its owner, and 
the donkey its master’s feeding trough, but Israel does not know; 
my people do not understand” (v. 3). Isaiah continued by noting that 
Judah was a “sinful nation” who was “weighed down with iniquity” 
(v. 4). Therefore, God allowed an attack by an enemy to destroy all 
but Jerusalem (vv. 5-9). Yet, those in Jerusalem continued to offer 
sacrifices and live as though they were right with God (vv. 10-17). 

Gary Smith comments that “many of these people were offering 
detestable sacrifices, shedding innocent blood, and not upholding 
justice” (Is 1:15-17).1 Judah was just as sinful as Sodom and 
Gomorrah had been; the difference was that God spared Jerusalem. 

AN INVITATION  

Display an invitation (a wedding or wedding shower, baby shower, 
birthday celebration, special event, etc.). If a paper invitation 
isn’t available, search the Internet for an electronic example. Ask 
the group: What emotions or thoughts stir within you when you 
receive an invitation to attend a special event? (Responses may 
vary.) Explain that for many of us, being invited to participate in a 
gathering or celebration brings excitement, joy, and enthusiasm. We 
feel special, included, and welcomed to join in the festivities.

Now lead the group to consider the emotions or thoughts 
experienced when they’re excluded from being invited to a significant 
event or special occasion. While we may value receiving an invitation 
to some gatherings more than others, exclusion yields discomfort 
and is unpleasant for most of us.

Draw the group’s attention to and read Isaiah 1:18. Emphasize 
that the Israelites received a divine invitation from the Lord: “Come, 
let us settle this.” The Holy One of Israel invited His chosen people to 
repent and seek forgiveness so their relationship with Him could be 
restored. Note that although the people’s wickedness was deserving 
of destruction (as suggested by Isaiah’s reference to Sodom and 

Gomorrah in v. 10), God graciously offered to “wipe the slate clean” 
and cleanse their sin-stained hearts.

In His mercy, God extends the same invitation today. All humanity 
is “invited” to have a love relationship with the righteous God. None 
of us are deserving, but all are welcomed. God requires a response 
of a repentant heart and placing one’s faith in His Son, Jesus Christ.

Thank God for His invitation to be in relationship with Him. 
Encourage the group to consider family, friends, or associates with 
whom they can share God’s invitation.   

But, why? It wasn’t for the sacrifices. In fact, God saw their 
sacrifices as nothing more than a superficial, sanctimonious act. 
As a consequence, God saw their practices as nothing more than 
defiling or trampling His temple. Sacrifices were supposed to create 
an aroma that was pleasing unto the Lord. Yet, the sacrifices Judah 
made weren’t pleasing to Him in any way. 

However, Isaiah didn’t allow Judah to wonder what God wanted 
with their temple practices. He provided seven standards to cleanse 
themselves: (1) Cease doing evil; (2) learn to do good; (3) seek justice; 
(4) rebuke the oppressor; (5) defend the fatherless; (6) plead for the 
widow; and (7) reason with the Lord (vv. 16-18). The Bible instructs 
followers of God to obey His principles. By following His precepts one 
can have fellowship with God.

1.  Gary V. Smith, Isaiah 1–39, The New American Commentary, 15A (Nashville: 
Broadman and Holman, 2007), 94.

FEATURES

1. Get a new way to teach: 
Object Lesson provides an idea 
for using a common item to 
teach the passage in some way.

2. Look like a Bible scholar: Dig 
Deeper offers background on 
a key idea, word, or concept 
found in the studied passage. 

1

2

STUDY PLAN
FALL 2020 
Isaiah 

WINTER 2020–21 
Luke (Part 1) 

SPRING 2021 
Luke (Part 2) 

SUMMER 2021 
Job, Ecclesiastes 

FALL 2021 
Philippians,  
Colossians,  
Philemon 

WINTER 2021–22 
Ezekiel, Daniel 

SPRING 2022 
1–2 Thessalonians 

SUMMER 2022 
1–2 Kings  
(2 Chronicles) 

FALL 2022 
Minor Prophets  
(Amos, Hosea,  
Jonah, Micah) 

WINTER 2022–23 
John (Part 1) 

SPRING 2023 
John (Part 2) 

SUMMER 2023 
Jeremiah,  
Lamentations

QUICKSOURCE
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ADULT PRODUCTS

PERSONAL STUDY GUIDE 
A tool for doing Bible study and putting it into practice; helps 
group members prepare for and contribute in group time. 

Print: CSB®, KJV, and NIV
Large Print: CSB® and KJV
Audio (CD or MP3): CSB®
Digital (App, eBook, and Digital Bundle options):  

CSB®, KJV, NIV, and ESV
Also available in print for: Chinese, Korean, 

Vietnamese, and the Deaf 

DAILY DISCIPLESHIP GUIDE 
An alternative to the Personal Study Guide and Leader Guide. 
Instead of trying to learn something before the group 
meets, you learn at the meeting. And five daily, directed 
Bible studies reinforce the learning all week long. Also 
contains a Leader Guide, perfect for training new leaders 
and starting new groups. 

Print and eBook: CSB® 

GROUP BOX 
Help leaders be thoroughly prepared, and save 
time and money with this all-in-one-box group 
experience. Includes: 

• 1 Leader Guide (CSB®)
• 10 Personal Study Guides (CSB®)
• 1 Leader Pack
• 1 QuickSource
• 1 Biblical Illustrator
•  1 Quick Start Guide that explains how to 

use the various items in the pack 

Group Members

Groups

LEADER GUIDE 
Gives leaders everything needed to 
prepare for and lead a compelling group 
experience; helps you communicate 
a biblical plan that moves adults 
to application. 

Print: CSB®, KJV, and NIV
Digital (App, eBook, and  

Digital Bundle options):  
CSB®, KJV, NIV, and ESV 

LEADER PACK 
Enhances the group experience with 
a variety of teaching and visual aids. 
Includes colorful maps and posters, 
leader plans, and helps. 

Print and digital: Use with any Leader 
Guide or Daily Discipleship Guide 

QUICKSOURCE 
For leaders seeking a more 
discussion-oriented approach. Busy 
leaders or last-minute substitutes will 
find lesson ideas, including talking 
points, discussion questions, and an 
object lesson for each session. 

Print and digital: CSB® 

COMMENTARY 
Serious Bible study participants and 
leaders can dig even deeper into the 
meaning of each session’s core verses. 

Print and digital: CSB® 

BIBLICAL ILLUSTRATOR
Quarterly resource featuring articles 
on biblical archaeology, customs, 
and locations, as well as fascinating 
photographs and maps. Makes every 
group meeting more interesting. 
For more information, visit 
lifeway.com/biblicalillustrator

Leaders
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Learn more at lifeway.com/characters

E X PLORE THE BIBLE

“All Scripture is 
inspired by God and is 

profitable for teaching, 
for rebuking, for 

correcting, for training 
in righteousness.”

2 Timothy 3:16 CSB

COMING 

JUNE 2020

CHARACTERS

A one-year exploration of the Bible  
through the lives of its people.

This new seven-volume series progresses through the Bible, focusing 
on key characters in Scripture. By studying these individuals, we can 

learn from their examples and see that God loves His people and works 
through us for His glory in the world. Also available for students.
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LifeWay Christian Resources
One LifeWay Plaza
Nashville, TN 37234
800.458.2772

Visit our new home on the web for 
additional sample sessions, leader 
training, and a whole lot more. 

800.458.2772

@ExploreTheBible

/ExploreTheBible

LET’S GO
EXPLORING

006226885

goexplorethebible.com


